In this paper we present a l4 N-quadrupole hyperfine structure analysis for ethyl isocyanide, CH 3 CH 2 NC, by use of microwave Fourier transform spectroscopy. For earlier works as e.g. CH 3 NC [1] , such narrow splittings as they are met with in the case of the isonitriles had to be measured employing a maser beam spectrometer.
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with P± = P x ± i P v and X', Y', Z'\ rotational constants A, B, C in the order given by the representation used. The experimental centre frequencies v 0 and their fitting errors <5v calc . exp are listed in Table 1 , and the results of the centrifugal distortion analysis are Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. H. Dreizler, Institut für Physikalische Chemie der Universität Kiel, Olshausenstr. 40, D-2300 Kiel. Fig. 1 . A range of 400 kHz out of a 10 MHz-scan of the rotational spectrum of ethyl isocyanide. JK-K+J'K±Ki = 1 oi -0 00 ; power spectrum, sample interval: 50 ns, 2560 K cycles, 1024 data points supplemented with 3072 zeros, microwave polarizing frequency: v MW = 9677.5 MHz; pressure: p = 0.1 mTorr, temperature: T= -68 °C. included in Table 2 together with those of the I4 Nnuclear quadrupole hfs analysis which is discussed in the following section.
To reduce frequency errors due to overlapping lines, we simulated the multiplet pattern for each rotational transition and extracted corrected hyperfine structure component frequencies v sim [12] .
From the splittings of these components v sim relative to the most intense hfs line for each transition*, we determined with first order theory the quadrupole coupling constants /+ = y bb + / cc and Z-= Zhh-'/cc by a least squares fit. No line within * In Table 1 we do not give the splittings explicitly.
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the range of our spectrometer is sensitive to y ab . The standard error of the fit in 5 kHz and the mean experimental splitting 70 kHz. The experimental unsplit line frequencies v 0 were obtained by calculating the arithmetic mean of the hfs components v sim for each line corrected with the calculated deviation from the rigid rotor frequency. The hfs predicting calculation was based on the analysis described above.
In Table 3 we give a comparison of the isonitriles investigated for 14 N-quadrupole coupling and the analogous nitriles. Unfortunately the structure of most molecules is not known precisely, nor could Xab or y ac be determined, which would both have opened the possibility to get the coupling constants in a bond system. So only the Xgg s with g perpendicular to the symmetry plane of the molecule can be compared. These are roughly one tenth in the case of the isonitriles compared to the nitriles, which is due to the charge distribution being nearer to central symmetry for isonitriles. The variation of the /^-values within the isonitriles is equal in trend to that within the nitriles with the exception of CH : =CHX, X=NC, CN. For the isonitriles the relative variation is slightly larger in magnitude, which reflects the closer neighbourhood of the substituents to the 14 N-nucleus.
